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Jumper A Novel
Dream Grabber' and 'Dream Jumper,' the magical and heartwarming books that have changed bedtime rituals for children everywhere, are now available to purchase in soft cover. From Emmy Award-Winning TV ...
New Children's Books from Award-Winning TV Producer Conquer Both Bedtime and Book Reviews
While Lori Greiner, Inventor, Entrepreneur and Co-Host on ABC-TV's "Shark Tank" proclaimed, "I just adore "Dream Grabber" and its companion book "Dream Jumper." John R. Green has brilliantly ...
DREAM GRABBER and DREAM JUMPER Now Available in Paperback
Julia Morris proved she's not above a little self-promotion when she stepped out in Melbourne on Thursday. The 53-year-old comedian was spotted clutching her new tongue-in-cheek 'self-help' book.
Julia Morris clutches her new tongue-in-cheek 'self-help' book in Melbourne
I’m 27, and my mom and I grew up very close. It was often just me and her. I’ve supported myself since graduating college, and she now lives about 25 miles away. In the past few years, she has started ...
My Mom Demands an Apology Every Time I Ask Her a Simple Question
Welcome to This Week in Genre History, where Tim Grierson and Will Leitch, the hosts of the Grierson & Leitch podcast, take turns looking back at the world's greatest, craziest, most infamous genre ...
This Week in Genre History: Spider-Man figured out how to trap audiences in a superhero web
The Duchess of Cambridge has us lusting after every outfit, accessory and footwear item she wears; from her designer numbers to her more affordable high street buys. Earlier this week duchess ...
Did the Duchess of Cambridge start this jumper trend? Get the royal look for less
Channel Nine has delayed the premiere date for quiz show reboot The Weakest Link, hosted by Magda Szubanski. But despite the set back, the 60-year-old comedian still managed to flash a smile as she ...
Magda Szubanski flashes a smile despite Nine delaying the launch of her new show The Weakest Link
The Crown star Emma Corrin has admitted that she kept a partner’s clothes so she could sniff it in a game of Never Have I Ever.
The Crown’s Emma Corrin confesses she stole a lover’s clothes to sniff
Taylor Sheridan, initially brought on to rewrite the mountain thriller “Those Who Wish Me Dead,” gradually got more invested in the movie. When another filmmaker dropped out, he called the studio with ...
Angelina Jolie lets Taylor Sheridan drag her through hell
Since graduating, he's won four Paralympic medals, three world champion titles, and holds the record for completely blind long jumpers with a distance of 22 ... as a motivational speaker and even ...
Blind long jumper from Raleigh aims for gold in Tokyo
Email Thomas Elias at tdelias@aol.com. His book, "The Burzynski Breakthrough, The Most Promising Cancer Treatment and the Government’s Campaign to Squelch It" is now available in a soft cover ...
Thomas Elias: GM becomes a classic bandwagon jumper
"In those days, the best ski jumpers were like professional quarterbacks are now. They were really rock stars," Lundin said in an interview. Lundin's new book, "Ski Jumping in Washington ...
Pacific NW was once a ski jumping hotbed, as told in new book and museum exhibit
For many people, the work of test pilots holds the same fascination as that of BASE jumpers and free soloists.
'Failure Will Be a Catastrophe:' A Marine Pilot Tests Spaceships for Virgin Galactic
Tuesday morning's papers report on the sticking points that have sent the government's budget talks into a seventh day.
Tuesday's papers: Budget talks blocked, vaccine queue jumpers, and Väyrynen heads north
As of Thursday morning, all three individuals had tested negative for the novel coronavirus once. The HCDC is tracking each of the border jumpers’ direct contacts while awaiting the results of their ...
Ho Chi Minh City authorities tracing direct contacts of three border jumpers from Cambodia
P!” chants, Stephen Curry dazzled again in one of the most dominant stretches of his career. Curry scored 37 points and set an NBA record for 3-pointers ...
Curry sets NBA record for 3-pointers in a month with 85
Then Westbrook flipped a switch in the final minutes. The Wizards used a 9-0 run, including two assists and a banked-in midrange jumper from Westbrook, to rally for a 119-110 win and extend the second ...
Russell Westbrook rallies the Wizards past the Cavaliers to run their winning streak to eight
If no Hong Kong men’s athletes can book a place in Tokyo ... and a couple of hurdlers are likely to challenge Chan. The long jumper, who entered all three meets this season, is confident ...
Tokyo 2020: Hong Kong long jumper Chan Ming-tai hopes for 8m leap as he eyes wild card entry to Summer Olympics
He holds the record for completely blind long jumpers with a distance of 22-feet ... around him as a motivational speaker. He wrote a book called Fly! "It's not the sight that determines our ...
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